Change #1 Based upon Student Survey Feedback:

Survey Question: Please provide feedback regarding the discussions in the course. What did you like? Dislike? What suggestions do you have for improvement?

I enjoyed the discussions. However, I feel like four replies are a bit much and also the ten likes. I say this because not everyone posts early and it sometimes was hard to complete my work while waiting for others to post. I believe two to three replies area a good amount.

I liked that you clearly stated what was required and wanted from each discussion. The responds were some time difficult because if you were the first to do it you would have to wait for other people and sometimes it was hard to respond to so many people without repeating your self. It was nice reading peoples views on the subject though.

I disliked having to reply to 4 different people, I felt that it was redundant most of the time and difficult to assess multiple people on the same type of responses

My Course Change: Students will only have to respond to two (rather than four) group members during discussions; however, I will expect their responses to be more in depth.

Change #2 Based upon Student Survey Feedback:

Survey Question: Briefly describe your thoughts regarding the Adult Development Project. What did you like? Dislike? What improvements can you suggest?

What I liked about the Adult Development Project was that it was a great learning experience. We will be able to compare and contrast when we are at that age. Suggest that I have would be to video record the interview if the person agrees and that you can see actual expressions and comments from the person.

I really enjoyed the Adult Development Project. I think it would be nice if we were asked to include a picture represented the adult we were interviewing. Maybe not a picture of the adult themselves but something they enjoy or like.

My Course Change: I am going to suggest that students include photos or videos as an extra credit option.